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Article 27

Sometimes
I watch you,
time your exquisite poise.
you are
Zora or Marie Laveau
or a mystery
I do not presume

Then

to understand.
At those times
I fear you most,
I can

because

love you
for what you are.

L?b? / JayWright
the digger,
searching in the primal

Dyon,

field,
and
covenant
stones.
this
the
serpent
dug
and
death
like
life
that,
Turning up
his wisdom
told him the land was good.
So it would come just like that,
fit anymore,
the earth wouldn't
men would
sit long hours in the sun,
carping at their neighbors'
gifts,
when even the spirit of a nameless child

when
when

was

uneasy.

to carry these
these dreams,
away into pure air,
into that spot

Time

where

sorrows,

come

the God would

Then Dyon,
the digger,
at Amani,
stopping
placing the first altar
under a square stone

again.
led them,

covered with mortar,
the earth from the altar
breaking
and sending the others on.
"And the L?b?

serpent,
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omnipresent,
one yet many Hke a God,
followed each founder."
here, the Hogon
the man and land in place,
holding his sweatless body
erect on my
back.
grandfather's
is copper, sun and water,
he
Though
he wears the moon,

Now,
holds

the shell of the egg,
the ancestors' tombs,
the seed and the soul of woman,
on his head.
seen him now at Arou,
sHcing the victim's liver,

I have

praying

heatedly,
and
turning
flying into the sanctuary
to return with the
perfect word.
Oh, my blind saint,
I fear your laughter
I tell you
that I have visions

when

of his iron lance,
at my own feet,
coiHng
a
feel myself,
postulant,
into knowledge
of God's
his
of
naming.
knowledge
I have entered without
knowledge,
trembling

sandalled and disguised,
to be stripped of myself,
stripped of uneasy visions.
At night, now,
when I He with my wife,
covered and turned on my
is his tomb,
trembling under us,
my funeral pall,
the bed

from which, you say,
my name and tilling land
will come again.
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side,

body,

